This insert provides larger, colour versions of the images reproduced in the examination paper. Read the empirical data and text with the images to aid you in answering the relevant questions.

Image A and detail
(Colour version for Question 1)

Tara Donovan
*Untitled*
(2014)
Acrylic and adhesive
306 cm × 432 cm × 393 cm
Image B

Colour version for Question 1

Sol LeWitt
*Wall Drawing #328* (1980)

**Image B**

*Construction View of Wall Drawing #328*

Illustrates three people carrying out Sol LeWitt's instructions to complete *Wall Drawing #328*
Image C
(Colour version for Question 4)
Cover of MEDU newsletter from c. 1979

Image D
(Colour version for Question 5)
Kendal Geers
Self Portrait
(1995)
Broken Heineken bottleneck